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St. Mark's Church Pre-school
And All Day Care
www.churchpreschool.com
‘A step in the right direction’
Welcome
We believe that your child will receive an excellent pre-school education at St. Mark’s. Together with
you we will work hard to ensure that they are happy and achieve their highest potential in a caring
environment. This prospectus includes many of the policies and guidelines which we use, however
if there is anything further which you would like to know, please ask for further information. Our preschool is established and governed by the Church Council of St Mark’s Church. It delegates a
Management Team who meet frequently to act on its behalf and all policies will be reviewed by
them on a frequent basis. All staff are employed directly by the Church Council and are subject to
the policies and discipline of the Church. Our pre-school teachers are professionally well qualified,
motivated and personally committed to providing good quality care and education for your children.
You are always assured of a warm welcome to St Mark’s Church and we hope that we will see lots
of you and your children over the coming years. Sunday services are ‘family friendly’ and children
leave the service for their Sunday School which is very popular. Family Services take place on the
1st Sunday of each month and we welcome children brought for Christian baptism at this service.
Chat and Play takes place every Thursday from 9.45 –11.30am. Come and join this friendly, newly
formed group for the under 5’s. As well as a big play area there are craft and musical activities with
stories and rhymes for the children and an opportunity for parents and carers to chat and enjoy
some refreshments. For further information contact St Mark’s Office, 342613. Why not stay on for
our popular Storybox at 12 noon? St Mark’s welcomes the under 5’s and their carers for a sandwich
lunch followed by a Bible Story, singing and activities. For more information contact the church
office.
As a pre-school there are many legal requirements with which we have to comply; a condition of our
registration is inspection regularly by OFSTED. As a member of the Pre-school Learning Alliance
we ensure that we are kept up-to-date with information and training opportunities. You may rest
assured that your child is in the best care here with us.
Introduction
Children may start pre-school from the age of 2 years and remain with us until they are 5 years of
age. When they are 4 years old they have the chance of a place in the Rising-5's group 'Top Marks'
which prepares them for entry into school without taking away any of the enjoyment of coming to a
pre-school, subject to places being available.
Number of Sessions
We will seek where possible to offer sessions on days that are convenient to you. When you
complete your health and registration form, specify which days you would prefer. We will do all that
we can to take this into account but you may not receive a place on the days that you requested. All
three and four year old children are now funded by the Local Education Authority and will be offered
up to 5 free sessions. Funding occurs the term following their third or fourth birthday.15 hours a
week, term time only.
St Mark’s also offers All Day Care for children from 2 years
Fees
Any fees for sessions will be clearly defined and explained to all parents. The bills are issued halftermly and fees are payable in advance. If you decide to pay by cheque it should be made payable
to 'The PCC of The Ecclesiastical Parish of St Mark, Bedford’. Fees are non-refundable if a child is
ill for any reason. You may also pay by vouchers and direct debit.
Pre-school Holidays
Pre-school and Top Mark’s term times are usually the same as the local Lower Schools. However St
Mark’s also offers All Day Care for 47 weeks throughout the year.
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Session Times
Breakfast Club
Morning Sessions
Lunch Club
Afternoon Sessions
After School Club

7.00am 9.00am 12.00 12.45pm 3.45pm-

9.00am
12 noon
12.45pm
3.45pm
6.00pm

You may decided to opt for all day care in addition to any funded sessions
Introductory Morning
All children who are new to pre-school are invited along with their parents or carers to attend an
Introductory Morning. This usually takes place the day before the start of term. You will be invited
to St. Mark’s where the sessions are usually held to meet the pre-school staff. Everyone will be
introduced to you and they will explain their particular role. The children will be given the
opportunity to meet the pre-school teachers and this provides them with a friendly and familiar
face to recognise when they start pre-school within the next few days. Whilst the staff are talking
to the parents/carers the children will have a chance to spend time with some of the toys and
activities that they will be using within a pre-school session.
Setting- Down and Picking-Up
When the children arrive they assemble in the entrance area of the Community Centre. There are
coat-hooks at the children's height for them to hang their coats and enough floor space for their
belongings. The children do not enter the hall until one of the pre-school staff opens the door for
them. This allows the pre-school teachers to arrange and put out the activities for the sessions. If
you arrive by car or walk through the car park to the entrance of the Centre please be aware of
any moving vehicles.
At the end of a session the children will be sitting down with their models, paintings, and other
pieces of creative work. Please wait outside in the entrance hall until one of the pre-school
teachers opens the door, signalling to the children that this is the end of the session. The children
will remain in their place until you go to them. If you do not intend to pick up your child and
somebody else is coming in your place, please inform one of the pre-school teachers personally
or by letter.
St. Mark’s Pre-school Session
The session is divided into three areas of Free Play, Organised Play and Activities which will
include painting, water and sand play, drawing, gluing, cutting, role-play (dressing-up), and
musical activities. There is also a climbing-frame. With these many and varied activities you will
see how important it is that your child is dressed suitably. Please can you make sure that your
child wears soft-soled shoes as accidents are more likely to occur if the child is trying to climb in
hard-soled shoes or boots.
During the course of the session the children and staff all sit down together for a drink and a
snack with healthy options encouraged. The drinks offered to the children are milk and water so if
your child has a preference for one or the other please advise one of the pre-school teachers.
Squash or juice will not be offered as an alternative. The children are taken to the toilets before
their drink.
There is a term 'topic' in which the children will be involved in learning something new.
Top Marks
In this group the children's morning is much more structured but no less fun! When they arrive
they are settled with registration and a talk on a wide range of subjects. There is a creative freeplay time, including painting, drawing or perhaps dressing-up. Children can access a rolling snack
bar during the session.
Before the session is over, the children may be taken outside to play. When indoors children play
games, sing, play musical instruments and the morning ends with a story. Basic skills are also
learnt during these sessions such as buttons and zips, writing their first names, putting on and
fastening their own coats. All staff plan a varied and enjoyable curriculum around the topic.
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Accommodation
We are fortunate to have spacious premises where children have ample space to play. Other
rooms are made available on an occasional basis for older children to have time together in
smaller groups. Outside the Church Centre in our grounds is a fenced safe all weather play area.
Equipment
We have extensive resources and equipment to vary and maintain the interest of children so that
they develop in all areas of the curriculum. This is constantly updated and checked for safety
and suitability.
Special Events
At the end of each term the children normally give a short concert to which family and friends are
invited, this is often combined with a coffee morning. In the summer term children are invited to
take part in a sports day and during the year various different events take place.
Links With Other Organisations
1. Chat and Play at St Mark’s Thursdays 9.45 –11.30am. A friendly, newly formed group for
the under 5’s. As well as a big play area there are craft and musical activities with stories and
rhymes for the children and an opportunity for parents and carers to chat and enjoy some
refreshments. Everyone is Welcome. £1.50 for the first child and 50p for each extra child over 2
years. For further information contact St Mark’s Office, 342613.
2. Sunday School. This takes place during the Sunday morning service at 9.30am. There
is also a crèche operated by qualified personnel, we would be delighted to welcome you.
3. Storybox, Thursdays 12pm St Mark’s Church welcome the under 5’s and their carers to
join them between 12 noon and 1pm for a sandwich lunch followed by a Bible story, singing and
activities. Lots of fun, donations. Contact St Mark’s Church Centre office on 01234 342613
4. Parents and Toddlers
Many of our children attend St Mark’s Church Toddler Group before attending pre-school. This
enables the children to become familiar with the surroundings whilst accompanied by their
parent/carer. For information please call the church centre office 01234 342613
5. Schools
We have good links with local schools whose teachers frequently visit children within the group.
6. Messy Church operates on a Wednesday afternoon from 4 - 6.00pm We have Bible
stories, music, art and crafts with an evening meal.
Policies Copies of our policies are contained within this prospectus, however specific
pre-school policies are intended only to work alongside the existing policies of St. Mark’s Church
Centre, which govern all church organisations.
Registration
If your wish to register your child for a place at our pre-school please
complete an application form, one is usually enclosed with this prospectus or may be obtained
from the Manager.
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POLICIES
The policy documents in this section are subject to the Statutory Frame work for the
Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) as published by OFSTED (including
revisions). Copies of which my be obtained from the Manager of the Preschool.
Policies contained in this prospectus
1. Admissions
2. Behaviour
3. Curriculum
4. Equal Opportunities (Co-ordinator Sue Jones)
5. Complaint Procedures
6. Confidentiality and Record Keeping
7. Parental Involvement
8. Safety
9. Special Needs (SENCO Co-ordinator Helen Harpin)
10. Staffing and Employment
11. Student Placement and Work Experience
12. Procedures for Dealing with Bullying
13. Medication Policy and Practice
14. Policy for promoting personal development and continence
15. Policy for the Collection of Children – Late Collection
16. Policy for Prevention and Dealing with Lost Child
17. Policy for School Trips, Taking Children Away From Premises on Outings
18. Outdoor Play
19. Safeguarding the welfare of Children – governed by church policy and
contained within this prospectus. (Including Prevent Duty of Care Policy)
20. Settling in and Transition Policy
21. Sun Protection Policy
22. Mobile Phone policy
23. Data Handling Policy
24. Promotion of Physical and Nutritional Wellbeing Policy PANCo
25. Emergency Closure Policy
26. Whistle Blowing
27. Complaints Procedure
28. Social Media Policy
29 Internet Policy

Please note that due to the need for frequent review by statutory bodies, our policies and
practices are subject to change. As a result the policies outlined in this prospectus may be
changed at any time to comply with current legislation and practice .
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1. Admissions Policy
It is our intention to make our pre-school accessible to three and four year old children and their
families from all sections of the local community. In order to accomplish this we operate a waiting list
and a registration fee will be requested. Our policy is reviewed frequently by the Church Management
Team.
We will work with you the parent and child to potty train your child if they are not ready before they
start. The following criteria are considered when allocating children from the waiting list, providing the
child is of pre-school age. Discretion is exercised by the Manager who will consider each child on an
individual basis.
Cases referred by Church Leadership Team.
Cases of social/special needs (including referrals from Social Services etc).
Children in their pre-reception class year.
Children of families actively involved with the life of St Mark’s Church.
We will offer 1 to 2 sessions per week when the child is 2 years (if unable to offer 2 sessions
immediately the 2nd session to be offered as soon as available), and 5 sessions on reaching eligibility
for government funding. This will be subject to the maximum capacity (including projected
requirements) of the pre-school. Parents will be encouraged to discuss their child’s suitability for
sessions with the Manager.
Please note we do not guarantee days or times of sessions.

Children enter our pre-school as near to 2 years as possible. As you can appreciate if all the places
are already full, then children will be offered a place as soon as possible. Entry into the pre-school is
termly so that there is as little disruption to the smooth running of the morning sessions. Again this
entry is dependent on the availability of places.
Moving to Top Marks
Sessions will be at or around the child’s birthday, providing that it is considered appropriate for the
individual. We will offer one session at this time and subsequently up to five sessions for a four year
old in the term after their fourth birthday. Priority for these sessions will be given to children already in
the group and subsequently the waiting list. Surplus sessions (if any) will then be offered to four year
olds within the group.

2. Behaviour Management Policy, Helen Harpin
We believe that children and adults flourish best in an ordered environment in which everyone knows
what is expected of them and children are free to develop their play and learning without fear of being
hurt or hindered by anyone else. We aim to work towards a situation in which children can develop
self-discipline and self-esteem in an atmosphere of mutual respect and encouragement.
In order to achieve this:
1.
Rules governing the conduct of the group and the behaviour of the children will be discussed
and
2.
agreed by the staff of the pre-school and notified to all adults within the pre-school.
3.
Carers will be informed of our expectations of them.
4.
All adults in the pre-school will ensure that the rules are applied consistently, so that children
have the
5.
security of knowing what to expect and can build useful habits of behaviour.
6.
All adults will provide a positive model for the children with regard to friendliness, care and
courtesy.
7.
Adults in the pre-school will praise and endorse desirable behaviour such as kindness and
willingness to share.
8.
We will take positive steps to avoid a situation in which children receive adult attention only in
return for undesirable behaviour.
When children behave in unacceptable ways:
1.
Physical punishment, such as smacking or shaking, will be neither used nor threatened.
2.
Children will never be sent out of the room by themselves.
3.
Techniques intended to single out and humiliate individual children such as the ‘naughty chair’
will not be used.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Children who misbehave will be given, where possible, one-to-one adult support to identify
problems and work towards a better pattern.
Where appropriate this might be achieved by a period of ‘time out’ with an adult.
In cases of serious misbehaviour, such as racial or other abuse, the unacceptability of the
behaviour and attitudes will be made clear immediately, but by means of explanation rather than
personal blame.
In any case of misbehaviour, it will always be made clear to the child or children in question that
it is the behaviour and not the child that is unwelcome.
Adults will not shout, or raise their voices in a threatening way, unless it is considered necessary
to prevent an injury to a child.
Any behaviour problems will be handled in a developmentally appropriate fashion, respecting an
individual child’s level of understanding and maturity.
Recurring problems will be tackled in partnership with the child’s parents, using objective
observation records to establish an understanding of the cause.
Adults will be aware that some kinds of behaviour may arise from a child’s special needs.

3. Curriculum Policy
As we are a part of the Bedfordshire’s Early Years and Childcare Plan we are working with Early
Years Foundation Stage for children’s learning and are subject to OFSTED inspections. The main
findings from our last OFSTED report are also enclosed. All activities are planned around the Prime
areas - Personal, Social and Emotional Development , Communication and Language and Physical
Development. Specific areas are Literacy, Maths, Understanding of the World and Expressive Arts
and Design. We aim to support all children and strive to develop their potential at their own pace by
providing developmentally appropriate play activities in a free flow environment. In order to achieve
this we will Language and communication and Literacy
1.
Encourage children, both in small and large groups, to extend their vocabulary and fluency by
talking and listening, and by hearing and responding to stories, songs and rhymes.
2.
Help children to understand that written symbols carry meaning, to be aware of the different
purposes of writing and, when they are ready, to use drawn and written symbols for themselves.
3.
Provide a well-stocked book corner to give every child the opportunity and encouragement to
become familiar with and enjoy books, able to handle them and be aware of their uses, both for
reference and as a source of pleasure.
Personal, social and emotional development
1.
Support children individually, in a nurturing environment, to develop confidence, autonomy and
self respect.
2.
Encourage children to work and concentrate independently and also to take part in the life of the
3.
group, sharing and co-operating with other children and adults.
4.
Provide activities, conversation and practical examples so that they learn acceptable ways to
express their own feelings and to have respect of the feelings of others.
5.
Allow children, as appropriate to take responsibility for themselves and also for the group, its
members and its property.
Maths
1.
Provide adult-supported practical experiences, to enable children to become familiar with
sorting, matching, ordering, sequencing and counting activities, which form the basis for early
mathematics.
2
To assist the children to learn and use the vocabulary of mathematics, identifying objects by
shape, position, size, volume and number.
3.
To use songs, games and picture books to help children become aware of number sequences
and, when they are ready, to use simple mathematical operations.
Understanding of the world
1.
Provide a range of natural and manufactured materials to allow children to explore and
experiment in a safe and stimulating environment.
2.
Help children to observe the features of objects and substances, recognising differences,
patterns and similarities, and to share their findings.
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3.
4.
5.

Assist children in exploring and understanding their environment, both within the group and also
in the wider community.
Provide a range of safe and well maintained equipment, to enable children to extend their
technical understanding,
Use simple tools and techniques as appropriate to achieve their intentions and to solve
problems.

Physical development
1.
Provide a range of equipment and opportunities, both indoors and out of doors, to allow children
to develop confidence and enjoyment in the use and development of their own body skills.
2.
Maintain a high level of adult supervision to enable children to create and meet physical
challenges safely, developing increasing skills and control in moving, climbing and balancing.
3.
Support children in the development of fine motor skills required to use tools, including pens and
pencils, and to handle small objects with increasing control and precision.
Expressive Arts and Design
1.
Encourage children to use a wide range of resources in order to express their own ideas and
feelings and to construct their individual response to experiences in two and three dimensions.
2.
Provide art equipment, including paint, glue, crayons and pencils, as well as natural and
discarded resources, to give open-ended exploration of colour, shape and texture and develop
the skills of painting, drawing and collage.
3.
Give children the opportunity to become involved with and respond to music and stories.
4.
Provide many opportunities for imaginative role-play, both individually and as part of a group.

4. Equal Opportunities Policy

(Co-ordinator - Sue Jones)

We are committed to provide equality of opportunity for all children and families in accordance with
relevant legislation. We will make our equal opportunities policy known, and will ensure that the preschool is advertised and material made accessible in such places as the local library and internet. The
pre-school and its practices will be described in terms which make it clear that it welcomes both
fathers and mothers, other relations and carers, including childminders, and people from all cultural,
ethnic, religious and social groups, with and without disabilities.
Employment
The pre-school will always seek to appoint the best person and will treat fairly all applicants for jobs
and all those appointed. Commitment to implementing St Mark’s Church Equal Opportunities Policy
will form part of the job description for all workers.
Families
The pre-school recognises that many different types of family successfully love and care for children.
The pre-school offers a flexible payment system for families with differing means.
Festivals
We will show respectful awareness of all the major events in the lives of the children and families in
the pre-school, and in our society as a whole and we welcome the diversity of backgrounds from
which they come. Out of respect for other faiths and in the context of a Christian Church Pre-school, it
is recognised that any such activities will be educational and not worship orientated.
The Curriculum
All children will be respected and their individuality and potential recognised, valued and nurtured.
Activities and the use of play equipment offer children opportunities to develop in an environment free
from prejudice and discrimination. Appropriate opportunities will be given to children to explore,
acknowledge and value similarities and differences between themselves and others.
Resources
These will be chosen to give children a balanced view of the world and an appreciation of the rich
diversity of our multi-racial society. Materials will be selected to help children to develop their selfrespect and to respect other people by avoiding stereotypes and derogatory pictures or messages
about any group of people.
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Special Needs
The pre-school recognises the wide range of special needs of children and families in the community,
and will consider what part it can play in meeting these needs. Planning for pre-school meetings and
events will take into account the needs of children and adults people with disabilities. (See special
educational needs for further details.
Discriminatory behaviour/remarks
These are unacceptable in the pre-school. The response will aim to be sensitive to the feelings of the
victims) and to help those responsible to understand and overcome their prejudices.
Language
Bilingual/multilingual children are an asset to pre-school life. They will be valued and their languages
recognised and respected in the pre-school.
Food
Medical, cultural and dietary needs will be met.

5. Complaints Procedure
We believe that it is in the best interests of the pre-school and parents that complaints are taken
seriously and dealt with fairly and in a way which respects confidentiality. We believe that children and
parents or carers are entitled to expect courtesy and prompt, careful attention to their needs. Our
intention is to work in partnership with parents, and the community and we welcome suggestions as to
how we may improve our pre-school. A complaints record will be kept by the pres-school and will be
made available to Ofsted at all inspections. Your complaints will always be taken seriously and
dealt with promptly, therefore no aggressive or abusive behaviour towards staff will be tolerated and
parents may be asked to leave and remove their children from the pre-school with immediate effect.
Making your concerns known
A parent who is uneasy about any aspect of the group’s curriculum or the care which their child receives
should first talk with the Manager. Most complaints should be resolved informally, however subsequent
action when necessary should be taken as follows 1.

The complaint should be put in writing, a complaints record form will be supplied, which may be
used. If desired assistance will be provided to complete the complaint form, the Leadership Team
of St Mark’s Church will provide a suitable person.
2.
Written complaints will be referred to St Mark’s Church Leadership Team and a meeting will
subsequently be arranged. A friend, colleague or other representative may be present and an
agreed written record of the discussion will be made.
3.
If the problem is still unresolved an agreed mediator, acceptable to both parties, may be invited to
listen to both sides and offer advice. A record will be kept of this meeting.
4.
If the matter is still unresolved, the final decision will rest with the Church Council. ( see Full
complaints Procedure Policy)
5.
The parent will receive a response to the complaint within 28 days of the complaint being received.
The role of the registering authority:
In some circumstances, it may be necessary to consult OFSTED EARLY YEARS who have a duty to
ensure laid down requirements are adhered to. They would be involved if a child appeared to be at risk
or where there seemed to be a possible breach of registration requirements and must be informed within
14 to 28 days. Telephone 0300 123 1231

6. Confidentiality and Record Keeping Policy
We aim to respect the wishes. In order to achieve this we will:
1.
Keep a daily log of observations made by Pre-school Practitioners and long term volunteers (3
months+). Access to this log will not be permitted to parent helpers.
2.
Formal observations will be completed on four-year-olds within the group in order to fulfil the
curriculum planning requirements of the funded scheme.
3.
Parents/carers may request to see written records of their child. In the case of entries which have
been made in the daily log, sufficient time must be allowed for an individual child’s records to be
extracted.
4.
Records will only be available to Pre-school Practitioners on a ‘need to know’ basis.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Liaison with outside organisations and professionals will only take place where the parent has
given consent. However confirmation of a child’s attendance at Pre-school will be given to schools
on request, together with knowledge of friendships.
Records will be given to parents when the child leaves the group for them to pass on, if they wish,
to the child’s next setting.
Where a child study needs to be completed as part of pre-school teacher training, the student will
obtain written permission from the parent before the study commences.
Observations will only be carried out by suitably qualified staff.
All staff will be bound by confidentiality including long term volunteers and temporary staff.

7. Parental Involvement Policy
The Pre-school is supervised by highly trained and qualified staff, nevertheless we appreciate the
support of ‘parent helpers’ one morning a term during a session that their child is already attending.
Research shows that children learn better when parents take an active interest and feel involved. Our
rota system enables parents to help in the group on a regular basis. This allows us to maintain the high
ratio of adults to children in our pre-school, as well as providing parents with the opportunity to take an
active part. You will find it helpful to understand what takes place during the sessions and you will be
able to talk with your child about their day. We hope that you will also value the opportunity to meet other
adults involved with the pre-school.
In our practices we aim to make clear that pre-school welcomes both fathers and mothers, other
relations and carers, including childminders, and people from all cultural, ethnic, religious and social
groups, without discrimination regarding abilities. Whenever the word parent is used this understanding
should be acknowledged.
Children cannot play or learn successfully if they are anxious or unhappy. Our settling in procedures aim
to help parents and their children feel comfortable in the pre-school, to benefit from what it has to offer
and to be confident that their parents will return at the end of the session.
We want children to feel safe and happy in the absence of their parents, to recognise other adults as a
source of authority, help and friendship and to be able to share with their parents afterwards the new
learning experiences at pre-school. In order to encourage this we will 1.
2.
3.

Encourage parents to visit the pre-school with their children during the weeks before admission
Make clear to families from the outset that they will be supported in the pre-school for as long as it
takes to settle their child there and reassure parents whose children seem to be taking a long time
settling in the pre-school.
Encourage parents, where appropriate, to separate from their children for brief periods at first,
gradually building up to longer absences.

Parents are the main educators of their young children. The aim of the pre-school is to work in
partnership with the workers/carers to provide good early years education. To achieve this we will 1.
Welcome the contributions of parents, whatever form these may take.
2.
Encourage parents to take an active part in supporting the group.
3.
Make all new parents aware of the group’s systems and policies.
4.
Ensure there are opportunities for parents to discuss the progress of their child with staff.
5.
Ensure that all parents have opportunities to contribute from their own skills, knowledge and
interest to the activities of the group.
6.
Provide newsletters of activities of the group.
7.
Make known to all parents the systems for registering queries, complaints or suggestions.
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8. Health And Safety, Hygiene and Child Safety
The safety of young children entrusted to our care is of paramount importance. The pre-school will be
governed by the Health and Safety Policy of St. Mark’s Church. This policy is carefully observed to
ensure correct practice in relation to such things as fire drills, safe equipment, no smoking etc.,
recording of all accidents.
Safeguarding the welfare of children
The pre-school will be governed by the Safe Guarding of Children Policy of St Mark’s Church,
‘Protecting all God’s Children’. A copy of this policy may be downloaded from our website
www.stmarkschurch.com on the constitution page. This policy provides specific instructions
concerning supervision, and correct behaviour towards children. Clear procedure is also established
for the reporting of any information relating to the possible abuse of children by any person. Every
member of staff is obliged to report any suspicion of abuse to their line manager and The Reverend
Canon Charles Royden immediately.
Health and hygiene
Our pre-school promotes a healthy lifestyle and a high standard of hygiene in its work with children
and adults. Parents are asked to keep their children at home if they have any infection, and to inform
the pre-school as to the nature of the infection so that the pre-school can alert other parents and make
careful observation of any child who is unwell. Parents are asked not to bring into pre-school any child
who has been vomiting or had diarrhoea until at least 48-72 hours has elapsed since the last attack.
Cuts or open sores whether on adults or children should be covered with sticking plasters or other
dressings. If a child is taking prescribed medication we will not administer unless it is an inhaler
device. Parents would be required to return to pre-school to administer other medicines to their child.
Hygiene practice
To prevent the spread of all infection, adults in the group will ensure that the following good practices
are observed 1.
Hands washed after toilet, before and after snack time and lunch, after nappy changing, after
being in the garden and also after blowing and wiping noses.
2.
Tissues available for children to encourage blowing and wiping of noses when necessary
3.
Children encouraged to cover their mouths when coughing.
4.
Hygiene rules relating to bodily fluids will be followed with particular care and all staff and
volunteers aware how infection, including HIV can be transmitted.
5.
No smoking is allowed on the premises.
6.
Spare laundered pants and other clothing are available in case of accidents, and polythene bags
are available for soiled garments.
7.
All surfaces are cleaned daily with appropriate cleaner.
8.
Pre-school observe all current legislation regarding food hygiene registration and training.
9.
The kitchens and toilets at St. Mark’s are regularly inspected and registered with the
Environmental Health Department .
10. We do hope parents/carers feel free to discuss their children and any problems they may be
having with the pre-school teachers and to ask any questions that they may wish.
Safety practice
The safety of young children is of paramount importance. In order to ensure the safety of both children
and adults, the pre-school will ensure that:
1.
A book is available at each session for the reporting of any accident/injury.
2.
Adults supervise children at all times.
3.
Regular safety monitoring will include checking of the accident and incident book and reporting
all accidents to the Church Centre Management Team.
4.
All adults are aware of the systems) in operation for children’s arrivals and departures and an
adult will be at the door at these times.
5.
Children will leave the group only with an authorised adult.
6.
On outings, the adult/child ratio will be at least one to four.
7.
Equipment is checked before use and any dangerous items repaired or discarded immediately.
8.
The layout and space ratios allow children and adults to move freely between activities.
9.
Fires/heaters/electrical points/wires and leads are adequately guarded.
10. No dangerous materials will be placed near children. Inhalers will be stored in a locked box.
11. Children are not allowed in the kitchen.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Adults are careful with hot drinks.
Fire drills are held half-termly and fire exits are kept clear at all times.
A register of both adults and children is completed.
No smoking is allowed on the premises.
A correctly stocked first aid box is available at all times.
Whenever children are on the premises at least two adults are present.
Large equipment is erected with care and checked regularly.
Adequate supervision is provided at all times.
Equipment is appropriate for the child’s level of development.
All visitors must sign in at the church community centre office and again when entering preschool and visitors badges must be worn at all times.
All mobile phones will be left in the box which will kept securely in the preschool office .

9. Special Needs Policy and Disabilities

(SENCO Co-ordinator Helen Harpin)

Our pre-school aims to have regard to the DFEE Code of Practice on the Identification and
Assessment of Special Educational Needs, and to provide a welcome, and appropriate learning
opportunities for all children. Children with special needs, like all other children are admitted to preschool after consultation with parents, pre-school teacher and key worker. Our system of
observation and record keeping which operates in conjunction with parents, enables us to monitor
children’s needs and progress on an individual basis. Our key worker system ensures that each preschool teacher is specially responsible for and close to six children, so that each child receives
appropriate adult time and attention. If it is felt that the child’s needs cannot be met in the pre-school
without the support of a one-to-one worker, funding will be sought to employ one. Our pre-school
teachers attend in service training on special needs arranged by the Pre-school Learning Alliance
and other professional bodies.
In order to achieve this we will 1.
Welcome children with special needs to the pre-school, if appropriate, after consultation
between all relevant parties.
2.
Monitor and provide suitable equipment and access for all children’s needs and progress.
3.
Seek funding for a one-to one worker if it is considered appropriate.
4.
Work in liaison with staff outside the group to meet children’s specific needs.
5.
Observe and monitor all children’s progress.
6.
Discuss concerns with parents/carers and encourage them to make full use of other services
available (e.g. Opticians. GP’s, Health Visitors etc).
7.
Complete necessary documentation in accordance with Bedford Borough Council Code of
Practice Training course. Making referrals to The Child Development Centre if appropriate.
8.
Recognise the developmental needs of particularly gifted children.
9.
Endeavour to provide appropriate training and staffing required for the individual needs of the
child, bearing in mind funds available.

10. Staffing And Employment Policy
The pre-school is governed by the requirements of legislation as an employer and all staff are
employed on contracts which establish their conditions of employment. We wish to be a fair
employer and to meet all of the requirements of the Children’s Act. In order to achieve this we will
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

At all sessions endeavour to have one member of staff to eight children and at least one
Parent Helper or other adult.
Operate a key worker system to ensure that each child and family has one particular preschool teacher who takes a special interest in them.
Have regular staff meetings to provide opportunities for Pre-school Practitioners to undertake
curriculum planning and to discuss the children’s progress and any difficulties.
Encourage attendance at relevant training opportunities, contributing to some of the cost.
Monitor the work of our Pre-school Practitioners and provide appropriate advice and support.
Recruit, appoint and employ Pre-school staff in accordance with all relevant legislation and in
adherence to the Equal Opportunities policy of St Mark’s Church, a copy is attached.
Review Terms and Conditions of Employment at least once each year.
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11. Student Placement And Work Experience Policy
We recognise that the quality of our Pre-school makes it attractive to students and persons seeking
work experience. Students are welcome into the pre-school on the following conditions 1.
That they are considered fit persons.
2.
Students should not hinder the essential work of the pre-school.
3.
Students are required to conduct child studies will obtain written permission from the parents of
the child to be studied.
4.
Any information gained by the students about the children, families of the adults in pre-school
must remain confidential.
5.
Students must adhere to all policies for pre-school and employees of St Mark’s Church Council.

12. Procedures For Incidents Of Bullying Within Pre-school
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bullying of any kind will not be tolerated of any person associated with pre-school. The staff
handbook lays out procedures for dealing with members of staff who raise the issue of bullying.
If children complain of being bullied by an adult then it will be treated with equal importance.
Pre-school staff engage in ongoing observations and assessments on all children that will
identify bullying or changes in behaviour that may indicate if a child is being bullied.
Pre-school staff will take seriously all reported incidents of bullying and not dismiss verbal and
emotional bullying as less serious that physical bullying.
Pre-school staff will remain vigilant and will be aware that bullying can often be hidden
Pre-school staff will understand the that the bully is often an emotionally distressed child who
requires appropriate support as well as non-acceptance of behaviour.
Pre-school staff will be aware of and familiar with positive behaviour management techniques as
in Behaviour Management Policy.

13. Medication Policy and Practice
Expectations concerning illness and pre-school
Parents are asked to keep their children at home if they have infection, and to inform the pre-school as
to the nature of the infection. This will allow the pre-school to alert other parents as necessary and to
make careful observations of any child who seems unwell. Parents are asked not to bring into the preschool any child who has been vomiting or had diarrhea until at least 48 hours has elapsed since the
last attack.
If the children of Pre-school staff are unwell, the children will not accompany their parents/carers to
work in the pre-school.
Cuts or open sores, whether on adults or children, will be covered with sticking plaster or other
dressing.
Procedures for administration of medicines
Agreement will not normally be given for the administration of medicines such as antibiotics. Asthma
inhalers are considered by Insurers to be oral medication. In exceptional circumstances when
agreement is made the following conditions will apply 1.
All medication must be prescribed by a GP and have clear instructions in how to administer
such medication.
2.
The parent/guardian must provide prior written consent
3.
Information will be obtained from the parent, giving clear instructions about the dosage,
administration of the medicine and permission for a member of staff to follow the instructions.
4.
All medications will be kept in a lockable cupboard.
5.
A medication book will be available to log the name of child receiving medication, times that the
medication should be administered, date and time when medication is administered, together
with the signature of the person who has administered each dose.
First Aid
The pre-school will ensure that the first aid equipment is kept clean, replenished and replaced as
necessary. Sterile items will be kept sealed in their packages until needed. There will always be on the
premises at least one qualified first aider trained to administer first aid to children.
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Special Medical Circumstances
The following relates to the case of the administration of life saving medication such as insulin/
adrenalin injections, use of nebulisers, epipens pens for anaphylactic shock reactions to nuts, eggs
etc. It also relates to children requiring equipment to help with every day living, e.g. breathing
apparatus, to take nourishment, colostomy bags etc.
In such cases specialist advice will be sought in each case from the pre-school's insurance company.
If agreement is provided the following conditions will apply
1.
All medication must be prescribed by a GP and have clear instructions in how to administer
such medication.
2.
The parent/guardian must provide prior written consent
3.
Information will be obtained from the parent, giving clear instructions about the dosage,
administration of the medicine and permission for a member of staff to follow the instructions.
4.
All medications will be kept in a lockable cupboard.
5.
A medication book will be available to log the name of child receiving medication, times that the
medication should be administered, date and time when medication is administered, together
with the signature of the person who has administered each dose.
6.
If specialist knowledge is required, staff involved in administering medication will receive
training from a qualified health professional. Proof of staff training in the administration of such
medication by the child's GP, a district nurse, children's nurse specialist or a community
paediatric nurse will be made available.
7.
Procedures will be put in place for each individual child for dealing with an emergency where
life saving medication is required. This should be discussed and agreed with the parent or
guardian of the child, and confirmed in writing.
This could include,

List of symptoms

Procedure to call 999 and call an ambulance stating that the child has collapsed with a
particular condition

Emergency contact telephone number for parent/guardian.

Emergency medication supply to be provided by parent/guardian for the ambulance crew to
administer.

A care plan for each child is produced detailing any illness or allergies of the child.
Staff Medication
Any medication required to be taken by staff during their working hours will be recorded in the same
way as a child’s medication and will be kept in a safe place/locked cupboard
Medication Form
On registration parents will be asked if they would like to complete a medication form for specific
types of liquid Paracetamol or Piriton which can be used in the case of an increase in temperature or
allergy such as a sting. This form will state the dose to be given, the circumstances in which this can
be given, the specific brand name or type of liquid paracetamol and a signed statement to say that
this may be administered in an emergency if the parent cannot be contacted. All staff will try to bring
down the temperature of a child by other methods first. This may include removal of clothing, fanning
or tepid cooling with flannels. The child will be closely monitored by staff until the parent can be
contacted.

14. Policy for promoting personal development and continence
Our procedure for personal care within the Pre-school is in accordance with the Disability
Discrimination act. It is our policy that no child will be refused admission due to any delay in
achieving continence. We will endeavour to work in partnership with parents to achieve continence
for their child.
Parent and Pre-school Partnership
The parent
1.
Agreeing to make sure the child is toileted at the latest possible time before being brought into
Pre-school.
2.
We ask parents to provide spare pull ups /or clean underwear for their child.
3.
Pass on relevant information to the staff about their child regarding the child’s personal needs,
including if the child is unwell, the child has a rash or marks on their body.
4.
Strategies used to ensure the child is not distressed during changing or toileting routine.
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Pre-school
1.
We will provide an appropriate changing area for children aged 2 and a half until 5 years.
Nappy wipes and bags will be provided.
2.
The area and changing mat will be bright and clean.
3.
No person without an up to date Police check will be permitted to complete toileting routines
and all new staff will be trained in appropriate procedures. Students will not be permitted to
complete toileting routines.
4.
Staff will be sensitive to individual needs of children, strategies will include the use of praise
and on occasions reward stickers will be given.
5.
Children will be changed immediately that the staff become aware that a child has soiled or
wet.
6.
Changing mats will be cleaned with anti-bacterial spray following each nappy change this will
be adhered to by all staff.
7.
Staff will wear disposable gloves and apron whilst changing nappies. These will be thrown
away and new ones used with each child.
8.
Staff will dispose of soiled nappies in a bag and in the bins outside. Wet clothes will be placed
in a bag ready for the child to take home at the end of the day. Parent will be informed of
change.
9.
Each child will wash their hands with soap following toileting routines. Paper towels will be
provided.
10. Staff will wash their hands with antibacterial soap following toileting routine.

15. Policy For The Collection Of Children – Late Collection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All children will remain in pre-school until collected by their parent or designated adult. A child
will not be released to a person who has not been previously designated by the parent under
any circumstances.
A member of staff will remain with a child until the child has been collected.
In circumstances where a child is not collected the pre-school will make arrangements for
contact to be made with the parent or designated adult.
All children must be collected by 6.00pm. Any collection after this time will be charged an
additional £5 late fee.
When no collection is made after a period of one hour, Social Services will be advised and
arrangements made for the safety of the child. The Multi Agency Support Hub (MASH)
Telephone number 01234 718700

16. Policy For Prevention And Dealing With A Lost Child
Policy for Prevention
The Pre-school entrance is closed when children are inside, along with the gates.
Registration takes place at the start of the session together with a head count.
Before outside play, a member of staff checks that the area is secure.
During the play session the staff are always outside with the children.
When taken from the premises the ratio is one adult to two children at all times, holding hands.
The only exception to this is when children are taken on a circular tour of the Church Community
Centre along the pavement and past the playground. No road is to be crossed. On this occasion a
ratio of one adult to six children will apply.
When on pre school outings consent forms will have been completed to take children on the trip,
these forms would include the appropriate telephone numbers for that particular day. At all other
times the emergency contact numbers would be used.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Policy following loss of a child
One member of staff will remain at the location where the child is lost, the remaining party would
return back to the pre-school .The Pre school will make every effort to avoid the loss of a child,
however if a child is lost, the staff will immediately contact all authorities and parents. Bedfordshire
Police 01234 841212. Ofsted will also be informed in all instances 0300 123 1231
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17. School Trips Policy
Policy Statement
St Mark’s Church Pre-school recognises the valuable contribution which school trips can make to
the education of children. We also recognise that school trips should only be organised with the
highest regard to the safety and welfare of the children. For this reason school trips will only be
organised under the following conditions.
Important Note: A ‘school trip’ is any occasion when children are taken away from St Mark’s
Church Community Centre under the supervision of Pre-school staff. It will include visits to the park.
It will not include occasions when the children walk within the grounds of St Mark’s Church
Community Centre or when they walk to the playground immediately adjacent to the church —
which does not involve the crossing of any road.
Child accompanied by parent outings.
A school trip does not include occasions when the pre-school provides transport for the use of
children accompanied and under the supervision of their parents. However on such outings a preschool trips form will be completed and due regard will be paid to this policy where appropriate.
Practice
1.
A completed school trip risk assessment form will be signed by the member of staff
responsible for the school trip.
2.
The completed form must be signed by the Manager.
3.
The completed form must also be signed by the Chair of the Church Council who will give
authorisation for the school trip.
4.
A copy of the school trip form will be retained by the Manager and will be used for reference
for later trips, to help identify potential risks not previously recognised.
5.
The Manager should de-brief members of staff following any school trip.
6.
School trips only take place where the ratio of one adult to two children can be guaranteed.
7.
Where possible a member of staff should visit the location of the school trip beforehand to
identify risk.
8.
Full consideration of risks should be noted on the school trip.
9.
All parents must be notified and give their written consent for their child to be taken on the
school trip. Completed forms signed by the parent must be retained by the pre-school.
10. Staff must take with them a first aid kit.
11. A charged mobile telephone with credit must be taken by at least one member of staff
12. The staff must be aware of any special medical condition of any child taking part in the trip
and take any necessary precautions.
13. All adults must have CRB clearance if they are responsible for children not their own.
14. All vehicles must have full insurance cover which is seen by the member of staff organising
the trip. All vehicles must also have seat belts for all occupants.
15. Should any incident of concern occur during the school trip the member of staff responsible
will immediately take action to ensure that the parent, Manager and Chair of the Church
Council are informed.

18. Outdoor Play

Children should have access to outdoor areas at all times. Parents should ensure that suitable
clothes be provided in order that they may play out in all but the most extreme weather. In winter
this will include; hat, coat, wellington boots, waterproof coat. In summer this will include: sun hat,
suitable footwear (not flip flops or open toes), sun cream should be applied by parents at home.
Opportunities for indoor and outdoor play are crucial to providing Early Years Foundation Stage
curriculum for children from 2 years to 5 years old.
The safety of children accessing this area is paramount and full risk assessments are carried out
and reviewed regularly. Daily checks will be completed of the area and all equipment. Any broken or
potentially dangerous toys will be removed. Although the principle of outside play may be adopted,
the safety and wellbeing of children will always be prioritised and outside play may be temporarily
restricted if this compromises children’s safety. At all times, staff/child ratio (both inside and outside)
should be maintained within the Ofsted guidance. A risk assessment should be undertaken and a
contingency plan developed to ensure children’s safety should ratio’s change in the event of
unforeseen incidents. (We do also have a separate sun cream policy)
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19. Safeguarding The Welfare Of Children
St Mark’s Church has adopted ‘Protecting all God’s Children’ The policy for safeguarding children in the
Church of England. This policy has been issued by St Mark’s Church Council for all employees and
volunteers. (it can be downloaded from www.stmarkschurch.com/constitution-and-minutes.) Visitors to preschool will be specifically requested to sign a record book in line with our policy for safeguarding children.
This policy is for all employees and volunteers engaged in working with children and vulnerable adults. It is
important to comply fully with this policy to ensure that you are personally protected and provided with
insurance cover. Any reference in this policy to children should also be taken to refer to young people and
vulnerable adults. Any person likely to come into contact with children (under 18) must be fully aware of the
procedures outlined in ‘Working Together to safeguard Children’ as published by Luton Local Safeguarding
Children’s Board.
Any suspicions whatsoever of cases of any kind of abuse should be reported without delay. A
reporting procedure would be carried out as follows and should be reported to the Local authority
Designated Officer (LADO) Telephone number 01234 276693












A worker finding circumstances which cause any suspicion of any form of abuse shall report the
matter immediately to a supervisor or line manager.
The person involved should makes notes as soon as possible recording dates, times of events and
keep the handwritten record.
A copy of the written record should be taken by the line manager.
In the event of an allegation being made against a member of pre-school staff, they will immediately
be suspended on full pay pending the outcome of an enquiry. A full investigation will be made which
will include informing Ofsted at the outset. Any allegations made must be recorded and attached to
their personal record.
Those reporting should also independently ensure that the Minister of the church is advised
immediately along with the line manager
If child abuse is suspected the Minister receiving the report will be responsible for contacting the
statutory services responsible i.e. Multi Agency Support Hub (MASH) 01234 718700, NSPCC and
Police, without delay. On receiving information relating to alleged child abuse the named Minister will
report the matter to the Social Services Department in conjunction with the reporting member of staff,
following the procedure as specified in The Local Safeguarding Children’s Board. The Minister will
also be responsible for informing the Church Insurance Company immediately, failure to do so may
prejudice insurance cover.
If any Minister is suspected of any kind of abuse the case should be reported directly to the Bishop of
Bedford and also the senior member of the Church Leadership Team. The matter will be referred to
the Social Services Department in conjunction with the reporting member of staff, following the
procedure as specified in the Local Safeguarding Children’s Board Guidelines.
The Bishop will be reminded to inform the Department of Health Consultancy Service and the
Insurance Company of any incidents of suspected abuse.
Preschool Safeguarding Children Policy: Safeguarding Children

Statement of intent
The following is specifically set out to meet needs of our preschool. Our setting wants to work with
children, parents and the community to ensure the safety and protection of children and to give them the
very best start in life.
Aims - Our aims are to:
1.
Create a preschool environment in our setting which is safe and secure for all children.
2.
Enable children to have the self confidence and the vocabulary to resist inappropriate approaches.
3.
Encourage children to establish and sustain satisfying relationships within their families, with peers
and with other adults.
4.
Encourage children to develop a sense of independence.
5.
Work with parents to build their understanding of and commitment to the welfare of all our children.
In order to fulfil these aims:
1.
Our staff have received training in Safeguarding Children with the Senior staff receiving update
training every three years.
2.
We follow the guidance laid down by the Local Safeguarding Children's Board.
3.
We have a copy of Safeguarding Children Procedures available for staff to use if required and for
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

parents to see if they wish, along with the publication ’What to do if you are worried a Child is
being abused’.
All members of staff know the settings’ procedures for recording and reporting incidents.
In consultation with parents/carers we are able to refer children for additional help through the
Early Help Assessment (01234 276817).
We notify the registration Authority (Ofsted) of an incident or accident which affects the
wellbeing of children.
We have procedures for contacting the local authority’s Mash (Hub) Team on safeguarding
children issues (Out of hours 0300300 8123)
If a report is to made to the authorities, we take advice from the Mash Team in deciding whether
we must inform the child’s parents at the same time.

How we ensure that children are safe and protected
Staffing and volunteering
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

We have a named person who coordinates safeguarding children issues Manager Mrs Helen
Harpin.
We provide adequate and appropriate staffing recourses to meet the needs of children.
All staff have a duty to maintain the wellbeing of children in their care.
Applications for posts within the setting are clearly informed that the positions are exempt from
the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. Candidates are informed of the need to carry out DBS
disclosures and take-up references before posts can be confirmed. Where applications are
rejected because of information that has been disclosed, applicants have the right to know and
to challenge incorrect information. Mrs Janet Day is the DBS Coordinator.
We abide by Ofsted requirements in respec5 of references and police checks for staff and
volunteers, to ensure that no disqualified person or unfit person works at the setting or has
access to the children. We follow Safer Recruitment procedures when taking on new staff.
Volunteers do not work unsupervised.
We abide by the Protection of Children Act requirements in respect of any person who is
dismissed from our employment, or resigns in circumstances that would otherwise have lead to
dismissal for reasons of safeguarding children concerns.
We have procedures for recording visitors to the setting and the Church.
We take security steps to ensure that we have control over who comes into the setting so that
no unauthorised person has unsupervised access to the children.

Disciplinary Action
Where a member of staff or a volunteer is dismissed from the Setting or internally disciplined because
of misconduct relating to a child, we notify Ofsted, Local area Designated Officer (LADO) and the
Department of Health so that the name may be included on the List for the Protection of Children and
Vulnerable Adults.
Training
All of our staff have received training on Safeguarding children Issues. We seek out training
opportunities for all adults involved in the setting to ensure that they are able to recognise the signs
and symptoms of possible physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse and neglect and so that
they are aware of the local authority guidelines for making referrals. We ensure that all staff are aware
of the procedures for reporting and recording their concerns in the setting.
Curriculum
1.
We create within the setting a culture of value and respect for the individual.
2.
We ensure that this is carried out in a way that is appropriate for the ages and the stages of our
children.
3.
We introduce key elements of safeguarding children into our foundation stage curriculum, or
activity planning so that children can develop an understanding of why and how to keep safe.
(e.g. Stranger Danger, Road Safety , Saying ‘No’)
If we suspect abuse
1.
We acknowledge that abuse of children can take different forms– physical, emotional, sexual
and neglect.
2.
When children are suffering from physical, sexual or emotional abuse, this may be demonstrated
through changes in their behaviour, or in their play. Where such changes in behaviour occur, or
where children’s play gives cause for concern, the setting will investigate.
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3.
4.
5.

We allow investigation to be carried out with sensitivity. Staff in the setting take care not to
influence the outcome either through the way they speak to children or ask questions of the
children.
Where a child shows signs and symptoms of ‘failure to thrive’ or neglect, we make appropriate
referrals. We Seek parent’s permissions before making a referral unless by seeking this
permission we put a child at risk.
We work co-operatively with the parent unless this is inconsistent with the need to ensure the
child’s safety.

Disclosures made to us
Where a child makes a disclosure to a member of staff, that member of staff will:
1.
Offer reassurance to the child
2.
Listen to the child and gives reassurance that she or he will take action. The member of staff
does not question the child– the golden rule is observe and listen but do not probe.
Recording and Reporting suspicions of abuse and disclosures
Staff make a record of:

Child’s name; address, date of birth

The date and time of the observation or disclosure

An objective record of the observation or disclosure

The exact words spoken by the child

The name of the person to whom the concern was reported, with date and time.

The names of any other person present at the time.
These records are signed and dated and kept in a separate confidential file.
The member of staff will discuss the incident with the Supervisor and a decision will be made about
who should be notified. If a child’s safety is at risk the Mash (Hub) Team will be contacted
immediately. We will take advice from them regarding information then given to parents.
In the case where a child is not in immediate danger we try to discuss the matter with the parents
before making any referral. However, it is the welfare of the child which is paramount and this is at
the forefront of all out actions. We are aware that many children have suffered because of lack of
communication between agencies, and that the government guidance's now encourages the full
sharing of in formation. We shall therefore use our professional judgement in sharing information
with the agencies that ‘need to know’ being open and honest with the parents and children as to
why we feel we need to share the information.
Full records of conversations will be maintained when any referrals or discussions are held with any
other agencies or with parents prior to a referral. These records will include dates and times of the
conversation, who we speak to, and the advice we were given.
Informing Parents
We will always aim to involve parents in any referral before they are made. However, if a suspicion
of abuse is recorded, and the child is considered at risk an immediate referral will be made to the
MASH (Hub) Team and we will take their advice on informing parents.
Confidentiality
All suspicions and investigations are kept confidential and shred only with those who need to know.
If there are concerns within the setting it is important that the Supervisor is made aware of them.
However, children will work with a member of different adults in a setting and they should also be
made aware that there are concerns about an aspect of well-being of the child in question. Any
information shared with external agencies is done under the guidance of the Local Safeguarding
Children Board.
Support for the Families
1.
The setting takes every steps in it's power to build up trusting and supportive relation among
families, staff and volunteers in the group.
2.
The setting continues to welcome the child and the family whilst investigations are being made
in relation to abuse in the home situation.
3.
Confidential records kept on a child are shared only if appropriate under the guidance of the
Local Safeguarding Children board.
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4.

With the proviso that the care and safety of the child is paramount, we do all in our power
to support and work with the child’s family.

Contact Numbers
Vicar / Named Person The Reverend Canon Charles Royden 309175 Mobile 07973 113861
To be notified immediately
Bishop of Bedford 01234 357551
Ecclesiastical Insurance 01452 528533
Mrs Janet Day DBS Co-ordinator for St Mark’s 01234 295592 safeguarding@thisischurch.com
Bedfordshire Police (North Bedfordshire) 101 Immediate danger 999
Bedfordshire Borough Council 01234 267422 Social Services Duty Officer Mash Hub
Emergency 01234 276346
Bedford Borough Safeguarding Children’s Board (To determine if child is subject to a protection
plan) 0300 300 8123
MASH (Hub) Team 01234 223599 Office hours Mon-Thur 8.45am-5.20pm
Friday 8.45-4.20pm
Designated officer (LADO) 01234 276693 Responsible for managing allegations against people
working (paid and unpaid) in a position of trust with children.
Training helpline 01234 228494
Children Children’s Centre Officer 228095
Bedford Borough Family Information Service 0800 0232057
Bedford Local Safeguarding Board 01234 276512 / 276346
Safeguarding Children and safer Recruitment Training 01234 228847
Referrals Local Authority Emergency Out of Hours 0300 300 8123 Emergency Duty Team
OFSTED 0300 123 123
Date last reviewed March 2016 (This document was prepared in consultation with Social
Services. From time to time groups, organisations and statutory authorities issue instructions,
however no other document shall be used by any group which contradicts the given procedures
of this policy. Where exceptions or changes are agreed they must be in writing and signed by
the Chair of the Church Council.

Prevent Duty Care Policy.
This forms part of our Safeguarding Policy
Statement of intent
To protect and safeguard young children and families deemed at risk of radicalisation with the
intent to prevent from being drawn into terrorism.
From 1 July 2015 all schools, registered early years childcare providers and registered later
years childcare providers are subject to a duty under section 26 of the Counter-Terrorism and
Security Act 2015, in the exercise of their functions to have ‘due regard to the need to prevent
people from being drawn into terrorism’. This Duty is known as ‘Prevent duty’
Here at St Marks Church Preschool we take Safeguarding very seriously, therefore to ensure
that we adhere to and achieve the Prevent duty we will:
Staff Responsibilities
All Practitioners must be able to identify children who may be vulnerable to radicalisation. There
is no single way of identifying an individual who is likely to be susceptible to a terrorist ideology,
but staff should be alert to changes in children’s’ behaviour. This will include all Preschool
children which may indicate they may need help or protection. These behaviours can be evident
during circle time, Role play activities and quiet time. Quiet times are a good time for children to
make disclosures as this is a period that children are closest to their Key person. People from all
walks of life can be drawn into radicalisation and not necessarily from a particular religion or
ethnicity. Terrorism is not promoted by any religion.



Provide appropriate training for staff as soon as possible. Part of this training will enable
them to identify children who may be at risk. Of radicalisation.
We will build the children’s resilience to radicalisation by promoting fundamental British
Values and enabling them to challenge extremist views (as an Early Years provider we will
work with the statutory frame work for the EYFS, (Early Years Foundation Stage) set of
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standards for learning, development and care for children from 0-5, thereby assisting their
personal, social and emotional and understanding of the world).
We endeavour to support our children through the EYFS by providing playful learning
opportunities to help them develop positive diverse and communal identities, as well as their
well-being, their empathy and emotional literacy, while continuing to take action to eradicate
inequalities, bullying, discrimination, exclusion, aggression and violence. All of which fosters
and secures, children’s pro-social behaviours and responsible citizenship and real sense of
belonging.
We will assess the risk, by means of a formal risk assessment, of children being drawn into
terrorism, including support to extremist ideas that are part of terrorist ideology.
We will ensure all our staff understands the risks so that they can respond in an appropriate
and proportionate way.
We will be aware of the online risk of radicalisation through the use of social media and the
internet.
As with managing other safeguarding risks, our staff will be alert to changes in children’s
behaviour which could indicate that they may be in need of help or protection (children at risk
of radicalisation may display different signs or seek to hide their views). The Key person
approach means we already know our key children well and so we will notice any changes in
behaviour, demeanour or personality quickly.
The Prevent duty does not require the setting to carry out unnecessary intrusion into the
family life but will take action when we observe behaviour of concern. The key person
approach means that we already have a rapport with the families so we will notice any
changes in behaviour, demeanour or personality quickly.
We will work in partnership with our LSCB (Local Safeguarding children’s Board) for guidance
and support
We will build up an effective engagement with the parents/carers and families. (This is
important s they are in a key position to spot signs of radicalisation).
We will assist and advise families who raise concerns with us to point them to the right
support and professionals that may be able to help them.
We will ensure that our DSO’s (Designated Safeguarding Officer) will undertake Prevent
awareness training (as a minimum) so that they can offer advice and support to other
members of staff.
We will ensure that any resources used in the setting are age appropriate for the children in
our care and that our staff have the knowledge and confidence to use the resources
effectively.

What to do if you suspect that a child is at risk of radicalisation.
Follow the settings normal Safeguarding Procedures including discussing with the safeguarding
lead and where deemed necessary, with the children’s social care. In prevent priority areas, the
local authority will have a Prevent lead who can also provide support.
The safeguarding officer and lead can also contact the local police or dial101 (non emergency
number). They will then talk in confidence about the concerns and help to access support and
advice.
The Department for Education has dedicated a telephone helpline (020 7340 7264) to enable
staff to raise concerns relating to extremism directly. Concerns can also be raised by email to:
counter.extremism@education.gsi.gov.uk. Please note that the helpline is not intended for use
in emergency situations, such as a child being at immediate risk of harm or a security incident,
which cases the normal emergency procedures, should be followed.
EYFS (Early Years Foundation Stage)
LSCB (Local Safeguarding Children Board)
DSO (Designated Safeguarding Officer)
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20 Settling In and Transitions Policy
We want children to feel safe, stimulated and happy in pre-school and to feel secure and
comfortable with staff. We also want parents to have confidence in both their children's well being
and their role as active partners with the pre-school.
Aim
We aim to make the pre-school a welcoming place where children settle quickly and easily
because consideration has been given to the individual needs and circumstances of children and
their families.
Methods
Before a child starts to attend the pre-school, we use a variety of ways to provide their
parents with information. These include written information (including our prospectus and
policies), displays about setting activities, and individual meetings with parents.
During the half term before a child is enrolled, we provide opportunities for the child and their
parents to visit the pre-school and stay for part or all of the sessions. These visit sessions are free
of charge.
When a child starts to attend, we work with their parents to decide on the best way to help the
child to settle into the pre-school.
We allocate a key person to each child and their family, the key person welcomes and looks after
the child and their parents at the child's first session.
We ask parents/carers to lead the settling in process for their child. If they would prefer to stay for
part or all of the early sessions, we support them in this decision. When a parent carer feels it is
time for them to leave and allow their child to settle alone, we support them and their child in this.
All children have different experiences and personalities when they start at the pre-school and we
understand that the parent carer knows their child best.
Parents are welcome to telephone at any time during the session to check on their
child, and their child's key person will be available at collection time to discuss the child's progress
and involvement during the session.
We discourage the use of dummies in the pre-school because of the effect they can have on the
development of a child's speech and language skills. However we acknowledge the role these
and other comforters can have in helping a child settle into a new environment. Therefore we
work with parents to reduce a child's need for these by creating a safe and welcoming
environment. As the child becomes settled we remove the comforters to a safe place to be
returned at collection time.
Transition
Following a successful introduction to the pre-school we want the child's next transition to nursery
or reception class to be as successful.
We work with parents to try to place children in groups with others who will be attending the same
nursery or reception class. This helps children in their first days at the new pre-school .
We actively pursue links with other settings, inviting teachers/support staff to visit the children at
the pre-school in the period leading up to the transition.
When teachers/support staff cannot visit, we offer to meet with them for a professional
discussion on the children in our care.
Before any approaches are made to external bodies, the support and consent of the parents is
sought.
During the final half term at the pre-school, activities are organised to reflect the transition
process, and children are given the opportunity to express any concerns and fears they have.
These are discussed within the activities and shared sensitively with parents.
The pre-school will provide a copy of each child's records to the parents for them to keep. If they
wish these can also be shared with the receiving pre-school. Prior to sending this parents will be
asked to sign their consent for sharing this information, and will have the opportunity to look at the
report and discuss it with their child's key person.
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21 Sun Protection Policy
The preschool takes very seriously the health and safety of the children in its care. We
acknowledge the advice given by Cancer Research UK and in particular its 'SunSmart'
campaign.
Aim
To protect the children of the pre-school when playing out in the sun. To help educate the
children in safe behaviour in the sun.
Method

Ensuring that all children are adequately clothed in appropriate sun wear. This should
consist of short sleeved tee shirt, and a floppy, wide brimmed hat or legionnaire style cap.

Ensuring that all children have had sunscreen applied before playing outside. In
accordance with Cancer Research UK guidance we recommend the use of only factor 15
and above sunscreen.

Where children are not adequately protected we will take steps to adapt our activities in
order to protect them.

We will ask all parents for written permission to apply factor 15 or above sunscreen or to
provide their own if their child has an allergy.

Ensuring that any outdoor play is, where possible, avoids the hottest times of the day.

When appropriate we will provide a shaded area to protect the children whilst they play.

Ensuring that the children can access the indoor play area at all times so that they can
choose to continue their play indoors.

Ensuring that there is an adequate supply of fresh drinking water available and that the
children know how to access it if they feel thirsty or hot, and that cool drinks are available
regularly during hot weather.

Ensuring that safe sun behaviour is modelled by the staff of the setting, providing a positive
role model to all the children.

22 Mobile Phone Policy
To ensure the safety and welfare of children in our care we operate a personal mobile phone
usage policy which stipulates that personal mobile phones cannot be used when in the presence
of children, on the premises or when on outings.
To ensure this we will undertake that :

All mobile phones will be kept in a secure place throughout contact time with children and
be returned to the owner at the end of the session by the manager.

Mobile phone calls may only be taken at staff breaks or in staff members' own time. When
staff have a personal emergency they are entitled to use the pre-school phone or make a
personal call from a mobile in the designated staff area of the pre-school.

Staff (will need to) ensure that managers have up to date contact information and that staff
make their families aware of emergency work telephone numbers. This is the responsibility
of the individual staff member.

During group outings nominated staff will have access to the setting's mobile phone, which
is to be used for emergency purposes only. If this policy has been agreed and signed, and
not adhered to, disciplinary procedures will be followed.
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23 Data Handling Policy
This policy covers the Data Protection principles and an individual's rights as set down in the Data
Protection Act 1998.
Data which may be held includes the following:

List of names, addresses and home telephone numbers and emergency contact numbers of
children attending and staff! volunteers! students whether on spreadsheet, paper or card
indexes

Paper or computer based employee files containing employment records, bank account
details and national insurance numbers

Training records of staff

Performance records of staff

Information contained on e-mail which may mention the individual's name

Laptop computers holding personal data

Children's assessment! observation records

Information provided to, or received from, external sources

Photographs

Incident reports
This list is not exhaustive and will be subject to change
Sharing of information
Information and sharing is essential to meet the needs of the children and families who attend. Data
may therefore be shared with and may be obtained from:





Staff members / students / volunteers
Schools
Local settings
External agencies such as Local Safeguarding Children's Board, Local Authority etc

Security of information
We will ensure that measures are taken to safeguard personal data. Each individual has a personal
responsibility to ensure that any information of a personal or sensitive nature to which he/she has
access in the course of his/ her work is protected from unauthorised access and disclosure.
In particular, individuals must observe the following rules:











Electronic storage of such material should be password protected
Paper copies of personal data must be held in secure cabinets
Information should be labelled as 'personal'
Individuals must not disclose personal information except to authorised colleagues Particular
care must be taken when exchanging information with third parties.
Information must not be used for purposes other than that for which it was intended
If records are taken off site (e.g. on laptops), appropriate security measures should be taken
(e.g. laptops should never be left unattended in vehicles, and they should be stored securely
off site)
All employees/ students/ volunteers must sign a confidentially agreement
Where paper documents are removed from records these must be confidentially shredded.
Personal data should not be retained for longer than necessary
Memory sticks, discs etc will be only used by authorised people and will be stored securely
when not in use.
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24 Promotion of Physical and Nutritional Wellbeing Policy
Diet and Packed Lunch Policy

PANCo

PANCo policy drawn up by Esme Goodman and Sue Jones
(PANCo Esme Goodman)
All staff will support and promote and follow the ethos of the preschool to provide the best physical
and nutritional advice for children and parents.
At St. Mark’s we are committed to following the latest research and current national and local
guidelines for the best possible health and wellbeing outcomes for all the children in our care. We
have an appointed Physical and Nutritional Coordinator who will ensure all staff are kept up to date
with the recommended guidelines.



All snacks and meals which we provide will be screened to be healthy and well balanced.
Water will be available throughout the day to encourage children to realise when they are thirsty
and to help themselves as in accordance with the EYFS.

At snack time children can choose between water and milk. (Alternative milk will be provided to
children with allergies).

Children will be encouraged to try new foods to give them a balanced diet.

Cultural and religious requirements will be taken from the application form and included in the
planning of snacks and meals.

Children will be given an opportunity to prepare some snacks and also to voice an opinion as to
what we eat.

Support will be given to fussy eaters or children who refuse to eat and drink in the setting.

Advice will be given to parents about what food they may bring in from home, to ensure healthy
guidelines are followed.

A favourite fruit or vegetable in a child’s own pot from home or their own drink flask containing
water or a familiar cup may be brought in and put in the snack area.

Children will not be forced to eat and usually a choice is available e.g. apple or banana,
breadstick or cracker.

Staff will support children and families by good role modelling when eating and drinking in front
of the children.

Staff who eat with the children at lunch time will be encouraged to use a knife and fork when
eating hot meals.

Lunch boxes for staff should follow the same guidelines as those given for children (See Lunch
Box section below).

Staff will drink water with their meal.

We will provide advice and support for families to provide healthy lunch boxes and packed
lunches.

We will make available leaflets and posters to support parents in making healthy choices.

Parent’s views will be sought when planning meals and snacks.

We will assist families in seeking support from outside agencies and provide support for referrals
to other services if needed.

Children will learn through play about the importance of a balanced diet and exercise on
improved health and wellbeing.

Opportunities will be planned for children to learn about growth and food preparation.

All staff are trained in Food Hygiene level 1, as required in the EYFS. St. Mark’s Church
Community Centre is inspected by the Local Authority and the grade rating is published on the
front door of the setting.

Children will be encouraged to join in with food preparation, making own snack and cooking and
activities will be planned every term.

Children will be taught to make healthy, nutritional foods rather than just cakes and biscuits and
the importance of eating a balanced diet.

Recipes will be sent home for parents.

Indoor and outdoor activities will be planned for and provided daily. (See separate Outdoor Play
Policy.) All children will be encouraged to join in.

We will monitor, evaluate and improve these planned activities to ensure a progression in
children’s physical performance as set out in the Early Years Foundation Stage guidelines.
This policy will be updated by the PANCo and the manager annually.
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We will support parents who wish to bring in food for special occasions i.e. Birthdays and religious
celebrations, which may include cakes and sweets. When cake is home made a list of ingredients
must be provided to guard against allergic reactions. All treats must be nut free.
We provide hot lunches if parents wish their children to have them. These are provided by an
outside agency. They have been planned to be nutritious and within requirements for early years
diet and will be served up for the correct portion size. There will be a summer and winter menu.
Packed Lunch Policy
The aim of this policy is to ensure that all packed lunches brought from home and consumed at preschool provide the child with healthy and nutritious food.
Healthy eating has become a popular topic within today’s society and we feel the pre-school has an
important role in teaching children the importance of healthy eating as early as possible. We wish to
make a positive contribution to children’s health and encourage a happier and calmer population of
children within our pre-school. We really appreciate your help and assistance with this policy.
Please help us to continue your good work in making your children fit and healthy for life.
Packed lunches should include:

At least one portion of fruit and one portion of vegetables

Meat, fish or other source of non-dairy protein (e.g. lentils, kidney beans, chickpeas, hummus
and falafel).

Oily fish, such as salmon, occasionally.

A starchy food, such as any type of bread, pasta, rice, couscous, noodles, potatoes or other
types of cereals every day. Savoury crackers, breadsticks served with fruit, vegetables or
dairy food are also a good choice, with no added salt, sugar or fat.

Dairy food such as milk, cheese, yoghurt, fromage frais or custard every day.

Only water, still/sparkling, fruit juice, semi-skimmed milk, yoghurt or milk drinks & smoothies.
Packed lunches should be limited to the following foods:

Snacks such as crisps

Confectionery such as chocolate bars, chocolate-coated biscuits and sweets.

Cakes and biscuits, teach your child to each these only as part of a balanced meal.

Meat products, such as sausage rolls, individual pies, corned meat and sausages/chipolatas
should be included only occasionally.
Be allergy aware – please no nuts or peanut butter sandwiches
We recognise that some pupils may require special diets that require special considerations.
Parents are urged to be responsible in ensuring that packed lunches are as healthy as possible.
For these reasons pupils are also not permitted to swap food items.
Please ensure that all lunch boxes are clearly marked on the
Outside for lunchtime supervisors to see
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25 Emergency Closure Policy
The pre-school will endeavour to be open as stated in our admissions policy without
disruption. Where disruption is unavoidable, all involved in the pre-school will be kept informed and
the pre-school will reopen at the earliest possible opportunity.
Aim
In the unlikely event that the pre-school has to close at times other than scheduled in the normal
opening hours and dates, the policy will be applied to ensure that all involved in the pre-school have a
clear understanding of the procedures which will take place.
Methods
An emergency closure will be implemented in the following circumstances:

When the building is unusable through accidental or malicious damage

When the building is unusable due to required maintenance work. Where possible we will
endeavour to negotiate scheduled work to be carried out during times of closure.

When an outbreak of illness within the setting requires closure in line with

Health Protection Agency (HPA) and Ofsted guidelines.

When illness levels within the staff body mean it is impossible to maintain the

correct ratios of suitable adults to children.

When bad weather makes it unsafe for the building to be accessed e.g. snow and ice.
In the event of any of the above incidents occurring which requires the pre-school to not open on a
given morning, the manager will make contact with the families of the pre-school affected for that
session in advance of the day where practical. Where this is not practical, a member of the
management will be asked to remain at the building until such time as it can be determined that all the
affected families have been made aware of the situation. The manager will be responsible for
informing the relevant authorities of the unexpected closure. Initially this will be the Early Years
Childcare and Extended Services team. Other parties who may need to be informed are Ofsted,
Health Protection Agency, local health authority, Health and Safety Executive and RIDDOR,
depending on the circumstances of the closure. Parents will be informed about how they can find out
when the pre-school will reopen and other pertinent information according to the circumstances of the
closure. This may include asking them to nominate a preferred contact number/email address, or
holding a special meeting to keep parents informed. The pre-school website will be update regularly
www.thisispreschool.com.
Emergency closure after a session has started.
In the event of an emergency closure after the session has started, parents and carers will be
informed by telephone that they are required to collect their child as soon as possible. If the closure is
due to sickness, the children and all staff who are unaffected will remain on the premises until all
children can be collected. If the closure is due to an emergency which requires the building to be
evacuated, the children will be safely evacuated according to the current Fire Drill procedures.
Contact information for all the children will be taken out of the building alongside the daily register.
Once the building is evacuated, the manager will ensure the relevant authorities/emergency services
are called. The children will then be taken to a place of safety until such time as they can be collected
by parents and carers.
The place of safety is Scott Primary School
Hawk Drive, Bedford. Telephone 01234 352630
The manager will contact the parents and carers of the children present. All staff will remain with the
children during this time. Where the pre-school has to close in an emergency, the management will
arrange for any funding from the local authority to be repaid if required, and for refunds to be made to
any families who pay fees. This will usually be made by way of a reduction from the next term's fees,
but may be in the form of a direct payment if circumstances require.
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26 Whistle Blowing Policy
Definition
Whistle blowing is raising a concern about malpractice within our setting.
Protection
This group is an organisation committed to delivering a high quality Preschool service, promoting
organisational accountability and maintaining public confidence.
This policy provides individuals in the workplace with the protection from victimisation or punishment
where they raise a genuine concern about misconduct or malpractice in the organisation. The policy is
underpinned by the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998, which encourages people to raise concerns
about misconduct or malpractice in the workplace, in order to promote good governance and
accountability in the public interest. The Act covers behaviour, which amounts to:






A Criminal offence
Failure to comply with any legal obligation
A miscarriage of justice
Danger to health and safety of an individual and/or environment
Deliberate concealment of information about any of the above.

It is not intended that this policy be a substitute, or an alternative to the groups formal Grievance
Procedure, but is designed to nurture a culture of openness and transparency within the organisation,
which makes it safe and acceptable for employees and volunteers to raise, in good faith, a concern
they may have about the misconduct or malpractice.
An employee or volunteer who, acting in good faith, wishes to raise such a concern should normally
report to the matter to the manager who will seek advice from the Chair of the Church Council - Rev
Charles Royden. The employee or volunteer will then be advised of the action that will be taken in
response to the concern expressed. Concerns should be investigated and resolved as quickly as
possible.
If an employee or volunteer feels the matter cannot be discussed with the manager, advice must be
sort through the Rev Charles Royden then through our Early Years Advisor or Child Care officer or
OFSETD on 03001231231 for advice on what the steps should be. You can follow the web link
www.whistleblowing@ofsted.gov.uk which is open from 8.00a.m - 6.00 p.m. Alternatively a letter can be
sent to WBHL OFSTED, Royal Exchange Buildings, St Anne’s Square, Manchester M2 7LA.
A disclosure in good faith to the manager will be protected. Confidentiality will be maintained wherever
possible and the employee or volunteer will not suffer any personal detriment as a result of raising and
genuine concern about misconduct or malpractice within the setting.

27 Complaints Procedure for St Marks Church Preschool
Statement of intent
We believe that children and parents are entitled to expect courtesy and prompt, careful

attention to their needs and wishes. We welcome suggestions on how to improve our setting and will
give prompt and serious attention to any concerns about the running of the setting. We anticipate that
most concerns will be resolved quickly by an informal approach to the appropriate member of staff. If
this does not achieve the desired result, we have a set of procedures for sealing with concerns.
Aim
We aim to bring all concerns about running of the setting to a satisfactory conclusion for all of the
parties involved.
Method
To achieve this, we operate the following complaints procedure.
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How to complain
Stage 1
Any parent who is uneasy about an aspect of the setting provision talks over first of all, his /her
worries and anxieties with the Manager or Leadership Team.
Stage 2
If this does not have a satisfactory outcome, or if the problem recurs, the parent moves to Stage 2 of
the procedure by putting the concern or complaint in writing to the Manager or Leadership Team.
Most complaints should be able to be resolved informally at Stage 1 or at Stage 2.
Stage 3
The parent requests a meeting with the Manager/ Leadership team. Both the parents and Manager
may have a member of the Leadership Team or friend present if required. It may be advisable at
this stage to inform the Borough Council of the complaint to obtain representation from the Advisory
Team. An agreed written record of the discussion is made. All of the parities present at the meeting
sign the record and receive a copy of it. This signed record signifies that the procedure has
concluded. The parents will receive a response to the complaint within 14-28 days of the complaint
being received.
Stage 4
If at the Stage 3 meeting the parent and setting cannot reach agreement, an external mediator may
be invited to help settle the complaint. First call the Borough Council (Early Years Department) to
represent the setting. This person should be acceptable to both parties, listen to both sides and offer
advice. A mediator has no legal powers but can help to define the problem, review the action so far
and suggest further ways in which it might be resolved. The mediator keeps all discussions
confidential. S/he can hold separate meetings with the manager of the setting and the parent, if this
is decided to be helpful. The mediator keeps an agreed written record of any meetings that are held
and of any advices/he gives.
Stage 5
When the mediator has concluded her/his investigations, a final meeting between the parents and
the Management of the setting is held. The purpose of this meeting is to reach a decision on the
action to be taken to deal with the complaint. The mediator’s advice is used to reach this conclusion.
The mediator is present at the meeting if all parties think this will help a decision to be reached. A
record of this meeting, including the decision on the action to be taken, is made. Everyone present
at this meeting signs the record and receives a copy of it. The signed record signifies that the
procedure has concluded.
The role of Ofsted (Office for Standards in Education) and the Local Safeguarding Children
Board.
Parents may approach Ofsted directly at any stage of this complaints procedure. In addition, where
there seems to be a possible breach of registration requirements it is essential to involve Ofsted as
the registering and inspection body with a duty to ensure the Early Years Statutory Frame Work and
Safe Guarding Children.
The address and telephone number is:
Ofsted
The National Business Unit
Ofsted
Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD
www.ofsted.gov.uk/parents
Telephone number 0300 123 1231
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If a child appears to be at risk, we will follow the procedure of the Bedford Borough’s Local Safe
Guarding Children’s Board. Telephone number 01234 276512 or you can phone the Multi Agency
Support Hub (MASH) Telephone number 01234 718700 who will be able to give you some advice.
In these cases, both the parent and setting are informed and the Management works with Ofsted or the
Local Safe Guarding Children’s Board to ensure a proper investigation of the complaint followed by
appropriate action.
Records
A record of the complaint against our setting and/or the children/or the adults working in out setting is
kept, including the date, the circumstances of the complaint and how the complaint was managed.
A review of the compliant will take place after all complaints are resolved and an action plan will be
made to change policies, procedures or any training that may need to take place. A copy will be made
available for the parent to see if they wish.
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28 Social Media Policy
This social networking policy applies to all members of staff employed by St Mark’s Church
Pre-school.
Social Media
Social media, professional networking sites, rapid-fire communications, blogging sites, and personal
Websites are all useful technologies. However, staff have a duty of care to the children who attend the
pre-school as well as to the parents and other members of the staff. It is important for staff to
recognise that they need to use good judgement when accessing these types of media. This policy
sets out guidelines for staff to follow for all on-line communications in reference to St Mark’s Church
Pre-school.
Relevant technologies.
This policy includes (but is not limited to) the following specific technologies:

Twitter

Facebook

MySpace

Digg

Personal websites

Personal blogs
Responsibilities.
Any materials presented on-line in reference to St Mark’s Church Pre-school by any employee is the
responsibility of the poster. At no times should any posts be made in reference to Children, Parents or
other professionals that employees may come into contact with through the workplace. At no time
must any photographs or materials be published
that identify the staff members concerned. Any member of staff found to be posting
remarks or comments that breach confidentiality and or are deemed to be of a detrimental nature to
the pre-school or other employees or posting/publishing photographs of the setting, children (this
includes photographs of staff unless permission has been gained) may face disciplinary action in line
with the pre-school disciplinary procedure.
Topic matter guidelines.
St Mark’s Church Pre-school employees are encouraged to use the following guidelines in
social networking practices:
Remember that no information sent over the web is totally secure and as such if you
do not wish the information to be made public refrain from sending it over a social
networking site. Even though you may think that you are anonymous or you use an
alias it may still be possible to be recognised.
Maintain professional honesty and respect.
Apply a 'good judgement' test for every activity related to St Mark’s Church Pre-school. Could
you be guilty of leaking information or discussing confidential information? Is it
negative commentary regarding St Mark’s Church Pre-school or its employees? Activity
showing good judgment would include statements of fact about St Mark’s Church Pre-school, and its
products and services, facts about already public information or information
which is already displayed on the Pre-school website.
Company assets
The use of company assets (computers, internet access, email etc) is intended for
purposes relevant to the responsibilities assigned to each employee. Social
networking sites are not deemed a requirement for most positions.
Pre-school sensitive matters.
Any on-line communication regarding sensitive information, such as, lay-offs, strategic decisions or
reduction of working hours deemed inappropriate for uncoordinated public exchange is forbidden.
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29 Internet Policy
The internet can be freely accessed for preschool matters (including finding resources, planning etc)
during working hours. Personal use must be restricted to break times or after work.
Staff must be aware that all incoming and outgoing emails can be read by our web host manager
and the nursery manager. This is not intended to infringe on staff privacy, but the internet is a very
public way of communicating and like all companies, management reserves the right to ensure that
the name of the nursery is not brought into disrepute.
It is vitally important that staff are careful about content that they search out or download. Every time
you view a page on the internet, it is possible to trace your visit back to the preschool computer. This
means that it is possible to tell if the computer was being used to look at inappropriate web pages.
Staff must be aware of their responsibilities to the preschool when using social networking sites such
as Facebook. Our confidentiality policy must be adhered to at all times, even outside of working
hours. It is important to maintain your status as a professional childcare worker and therefore we
would urge you to think twice before fostering online friendships with parents.
Disciplinary action could result if the nursery is brought into disrepute.
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COMMON CHILDHOOD ILLNESSES
INCUBATION TIME
(how long it takes to
become ill after contact
with infection)

INFECTIOUS
TIME

HOW TO
RECOGNISE IT

WHAT TO DO

(the time your child
can pass it on to
others.)

CHICKEN
POX

14 to 21
days

From 2 days before
the rash appears
until 5 days after the
rash first appears.

Unwell; a rash with
red spots that have
fluid filled blisters,
which eventually dry
into scabs.

Paracetamol for fever; baths,
loose clothes, calamine lotion
for itch; plenty of drinks. No
need to see the doctor unless
the child is very unwell or if it
is an adult who has it.

MEASLES

7 to 14
Days

From up to 4 days
before the rash
appears until 4 after
it appears.

Cough; unwell; fever;
rash that is red
blotchy, not itchy and
may be raised.

Best avoided by giving
immunization; treat fever;
warm drinks; Vaseline around
mouth to protect skin; wash
eyelids with warm water;
consult your doctor

From a week before
becoming unwell
until 10 days after
the swelling appears.

Unwell; fever; pain
around ears or jaw;
swelling under the
jaw and by the ear
may start on one
side.

Paracetamol for pain and
fever if any; plenty of drinks
not fruit juice. No need to see
the doctor unless the child
has tummy pain & is being
sick.

From a week before
becoming ill until 4
days after the rash
appears.

Not unwell; rash on
face and &
spreading, flat, pale
pink; neck glands
may be swollen.

Keep away from pregnant
women; treat any fever. No
need to see a doctor unless
the diagnosis is in doubt, or
the rash lasts for more than 3
days.

From a week before
the first signs of
illness until about 3
weeks after the
coughing first
started, unless an
antibiotic is given.

Cough getting worse,
after 2 weeks
coughing bouts
make breathing in
difficult & causes the
whooping noise.

Best avoided by immunising.
Seek advice form your doctor

MUMPS

14 to 21
days

RUBELLA
(German
Measles)

14 to 21
days

WHOOPING
COUGH

7 to 21
days
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